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The advent of the calculus and its subsequent development by Newton, 
Euler, Laplace and others has enabled the scientist and engineer to 
improve upon his algebraic analogues of the physical world by use of dif-
ferential and integral equations. Though such models provide adequate 
descriptions in a conceptual sense, mathematical theory is often not suf-
ficiently advanced to reduce the model to a closed-form analytic solution. 
Such a gap has long existed; the evolution of mathematics and 
engineering science has advanced both solution techniques and scope of 
problems. The advent of high-speed computers has led to extensive use 
of numerical approximations to hitherto unsolvable problems^ quite often 
with favorable results. Such numerical techniques usually have the effect 
of discretizing the solution field into elements for which an adequate 
solution is known or can be assumed. These elemental solutions are then 
joined to form an approximation to the actual solution. Ideally, such 
numerical techniques converge to the exact solution as the interval of 
discretization approaches zero. 
Much common ground exists between the sundry techniques used in 
numerical modelling. Most methods rely upon the simulation of the 
unknown function by interpolational techniques (10)^(15), or Taylor series. 
Oftentimes, final assembly of the elemental solutions draws upon the 
techniques of computational linear algebra (7))(9)((16)t (12) these tools 
are not of immediate interest and are well documented elsewhere. Of 
2 
more utility is the formulation and conception of various numerical tech-
niques in the field of differential and integral equations, as these pro-
vide the basis for models of mathematical fluid mechanics. 
In this thesis, a necessarily brief but representative review of 
current numerical methods is presented and examples illustrating applica-
tions to the mechanics of fluids are included. As a means to resolve some 
of the computational difficulties inherent in the application of older 
numerical techniques to the problems of fluid mechanics, recourse to the 
finite element method is made. This method, based upon Rayleigh-Ritz 
techniques, has been previously developed and is applied in its basic 
form to two-dimensional plane flow problems. In this thesis, the finite 
element method is extended to include formulations for axisymmetric and 
time-dependent problems. The Georgia Tech Rich Electronic Computer 
Center's Univac 1108 computer system has been used for the solution of 
the numerical examples. 
CHAPTER II 
MODELS AND TECHNIQUES IN ORDINARY 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Lack of adequate mathematical theory and lack of mathematical 
skill have long frustrated engineers in the solution of engineering 
problems. Historically, such gaps have been bridged in part by the use 
of approximations based on experiments, and by the advent of the calcu-
lus which saw the same sort of approximations applied to its mathematical 
forms. In many instances, such approximations are no longer required 
today, although they may still represent relatively simple solutions for 
engineering purposes. In other cases, no adequate solution is known yet, 
providing impetus for further innovation in numerical approximations. 
Approximate solution methods for ordinary differential equations 
usually fall into two general classes (2): 
I. A region of definition is assigned in advance over which an 
assumed solution is progressively evolved. 
II. A solution form, usually polynomial in nature, is assumed to 
be suitable for each relatively short interval. The param-
eters of such solution and the interval length are chosen so 
that the resulting solution is appreciably accurate. 
Of the first class, the method most deserving of note is that due 
to M. Picard. In its classic form, Picard's method is used to obtain 
successive approximations to a solution of the equation 
4 
fe'- f(x,y(x)) . (1) dx 
With Picard's method, this equation is first transformed into 
the integral equation 
x 
y ( x ) = yo + I f(x,y(x))dx . (2) 
x 
Starting with some functional approximation y (x)? an iteration is per-
formed using 
x 
v C x> = y0
 + J ' f(*,yU)W)«»x . (3) 
** 
Unfortunately, such integration is not easily done in general and numer-
ical evaluation of a number of such integral approximations is time-
consuming. 
It has been suggested (14) that more practical use might be made of 
modified Picard method. 
Such modification permits the integration of an n -order differ-
ential equation 
y(n) = s (x)y(n-l)+S2(x)y
(n-2) + ...+s (x)y + f(x) (4) 
where s.(x) are spatially varying coefficients for the derivative terms, 
and eliminates the necessity of the iterative solution when it is 
assumed that a uniform grid of size h is imposed upon the interval 
[x,fx ]. Then^ equation (4) may be integrated as 
J Xl y(n>dx = J \ « 1 W * ' 1 1 + s2(x)y
(n'2) + ... + sn(x)y (5) 
+ f(x)^ dx 
.(n) 
or, under the assumption that y is constant over the interval 
Lx i,x i + 1], 
y(n-l)_y(n-l) = h [ S i ( x ) y ( n - l ) + . . . + S n ( x ) y + f(x)] 
Proceeding with successive terms 
x, 
J ^ ^ d * - h y ^ U £ y,(h) 







y'dx = hy' + \ + hi Vn + + {£ v(n) 
y • • hi 
(6) 
(7) 
When all terms of higher order than h are neglected, the formulation in 
matrix notation leads to 
hs (x) hs2(x) ... hsn(x) 
h 0 . . . 0 
[»] • 0 h . . . 0 
• - • 
0 
_ 
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M l = ( [D] + Li])l (y\l +hf (x) | do) 
x l xo xo xo 
{ y } l X 2 = ( [ D ] + [ i ] ) l X i W l X i ^ f ( x ) | X l ( i i ) 
M L • ([D]+[I])IX ( [D]+[ I ] ) | M | +([D]+[l])hf(x) | (12) 
2 l o o o 
+ hf(x)l . 
x l 
In general this sequence becomes 
EI f -1 
{y}L - ( [ D ] + [ I ] ) L . . . ( [ D ] + [ I ] ) | M\ + ([D] (13) 
k k-1 o J o 
+ [ I ] ) L [h f l + ( [ D ] + [ I ] ) | hf | + - . . ]+h f | 
xk-l Xk-2 Xk-2 Xk-3 K i 
or, 
|y) I = [F,]{y]| + vector depending upon f(x) and h. (14) 
xk xo 
The vector \y\\ may be thus easily computed from the known 
I ) xk 
initial vector fyl | . This method also may be used to compute missing 
X° 
initial or final conditions by matrix manipulation^ with known components 
of \y\lx and {y\\x , respectively. 
o k 
The methods of the second class have as their basis that some 
polynomial or functional approximation is sufficiently accurate over 
some interval to satisfactorily approximate the solution to the differ-
ential equation. The size of such interval is generally left unspeci-
fied for derivational purposest but is based upon permissible error in 
the approximate solution. Such methods usually are devised for the equa-
tion 
y' = f(x,y) (15) 
Y K > = Y0 
Among the most common solutions falling into this class is a 
series of solution formulae attributed to Runge and Kutta. Such Runge-
Kutta procedures rely upon a linear approximation to the solution between 
the points y. and y/. , x with the reservation that a weighted slope is 
employed to determine the (i+l) point. In such cases^ it is desired 
to find the constants a, b, af (3 so that 
yi+l = yi + akl + b k2 
kl = hf(x.,y.) (16) 
k2 = hf(Xi+ah, yj+pkj) 
and agrees with a Taylor series approximation to the exact solution 
<p(x) through powers of h as large as possible. 
<p(xi+1)
 = <P(xi} + h < p , ( x i } + 17 <P , , ( xi ) + 3 T < p , " ( x i ) + 4 T < P ( i v ) ( c i ) ( 1 7 ) 
whe 
(iv) 
re K. is the point in [x. x. ,,] where <pKlwJ(x) takes on a maximum. 
1 r i» l+l * 
or 




2 i l + a i | £ + f ( J i )
2 ] | + 0 (h
4 ) 




k m -r2- = f (x+ah ,y + 0kn ) = f(x. ,y . ) + ah ^ | + ̂ . ^ 1 + (19) 
h %I r 1 i » ' i Qx x=x. K 1 9y x=x. 
I 7 I 
• H , . v 4 +^k1 8^| P^J&I o(h
3). 
8x 'x=x. 7 ,x=x. 9y x=x. 
l l 7 l 
Thus 
y< i+l 
= y. + ahf (x. v. ) + bhf (x. ,y. ) + abh2 j j i | + 









+ p 2 b h 3 f 2 ^ | ] + 0(h4) 
9y~' x=x, 
y< i+i 
= y. +h(a+b)f(x. v .) + h2[ab J t l + p b f | f | ] + (21) 
7 i i » 7 i ' Qx r 3y x=x. 
1 
x=x. 
2, . 2 , 
2 * 2 -
ax 'x=x. 
3x8y 
+ hW O) + b a p f £ _ L + b p 2 f 2 O j ] + 0 ( h
4 ) 2j 
ay' ' x=x, 
Comparing terms in equations (18) and (21) it is seen that 
a + b = 1 
One solution for the system (22) is 
° ** 2 
ab = | (22) 
Pb = \ . 
, 1 
a = b = rr 
(23) 
a = p = 1 . 
Thus? equations (16) become 
y i + i
 = Vi + l ( k i + k 2 ^ 
kx = hf(xi,Yi) (24) 
k = hf(x + h.y.+k.) . 
z i ii 
Here the error is 0(h ). 
By a similar but much lengthier development, it is seen that a 
higher-order solution to equations (15) takes the form 
*l+J = yi + 6(kl + 2k2 + 2k3 + k 4 } + ° ( h 5 ) 
k1 = hf(x.,y.) 
k2 = hf(x. + |h, *|+"|'k1) (25) 
•I T 
k3 = hf(xi + 2 h»yi + 2 k2^ 
k4 = hf(x. + h, y. + k3) . 
The use of this technique is demonstrated in Example I. This example 
also shows its application to systems of ordinary differential equations, 
Example I 
The distribution systems of water for a municipality is often sub-
jected to largef rapidly-needed peak loads. One instance would be the 
rapid increase in flow required to meet the needs of fire-fighting in 
addition to the normal flow required through the distribution system. 
Current methods of meeting this demand are largely inadequate and expen-
sive. 
As an alternative to present methods recent investigations sug-
gested (15) that flow might be increased rapidly and cheaply by the addi-
tion of small amounts of drag-reducing polymer during periods of peak 
load. Such polymer additives are known to reduce resistance to flow by 
as much as 60$. 
To predict possible flow patterns in a municipal water distribu-
tion system a mathematical model to the situation must be formulated. 
For the purposes of this examplet consider the elementary compound pipe 
system shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 1. Pipe System for Example I 
This system has the following constants: 
Pipe Length Diam. f Before f After 
1 25..0' 1.0' 0.02 0.01 
2 50.0« .25' 0.02 0.01 
3 10.0' .75' 0.02 0.01 
4 20.0' 2.0' 0.02 0.01 
From mass and momentum balances (17) 
V!D1 • V4D4 " D2V2 + D3V3 
X 
x. = f , N V.dt 
i J t ( i ) i 
th. Di +
 L _ 2 . L_± 4 «_h + (LA
 Dl +
 L_£ D j ) d_!i + 
S g + g D2 > dt S D2 g D2 ' dt 
4 1 4 
. f A L l + ( f B - f A ) x l 4 , fAL2 + ( f B - f A ^ l f A L 4 + ( f B -
f A ) x 4 ^ 
2gD D4 2D g 2gD 4 
u l 4 
+
 fA'-l + ( f B - f A ) x l ^ ^ k
 fAL4+ (fB-Vx4 g „ + 
29DX D 2 D 2 gD4 Q4 2 3 
, f A L l ' f ( f B - f A ^ ! D 3 , f A L 4 + ^ f B - f A ) x 4 D 3 Jt H H 
2 ^ D "4
+ WA rf





K2 = hFjtV^.V^ +|K 1 (t




K, = h F . ^ . v ' 0 +K,,t(i) + h) 
(35) 
3 2 * 3 3' 
The differential equations are thus solved in a step-by-step manner yield-
ing the velocity and acceleration graphs shown in Figures 2 and 3. 
Such methods as the Runge-Kutta procedures are dependent upon 
several calculations of functional values within the subinterval. For 
complicated functional expressionsf this is a lengthy process at best. 
To simplify computational considerations^ a somewhat different approach 
is employed in order to solve the system (15). One such multistep formula 
is the Adams-Bashforth method( which seeks to fit a 3rd degree interpola-
ting polynomial to the known ordinates, and the next step is determined 
from this polynomial. The particular form of the interpolating polynomial 
used in this formulation is Newton's forward-difference interpolating 
polynomial. 
P (x) = f + f (S)Ajf 
n o Li 3 < 
J-l 
Here ( .) denotes the binomial coefficients. 
(36) 
Newton's forward-difference interpolating polynomial follows 
directly from the divided-difference form of the interpolating poly-
nomial. as shown in Hildebrand (12). 
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Figure 3. Variation in Flow Velocity, Example I 
1 fs 
16 
s is defined by x-x. = (s-i)hf 
and 
s is defined oy x-x. = vs-i;n, 
A f t . f(xi+l)-f(x.) 
Akf. = a(tt W| ) . 
(37) 
The Adams-Bashforth method, like Picard's method, begins not 





y.+1 • yt + J f[t,y(t)]dt (38) 
x. 
l 
Equation (38) follows from equation (l5). Here, f(x,y) is approximated 
by an interpolating polynomial, equation (36), with the property that 
fU.^-p^x.) . (39) 
Placing this into. (38) 
, x i + i 
V i + l = Y i





V i . l ^ i ^ 1 Z ( - ^ J ( i L ^ f i - k . h d S (41> y i+ l - ' 1 -J L v ' vjL 
J=o 
and 
y i + 1 =y i + i(-D^f..Mj\l
s)6s 
j = 0 
This i s also expressed as 
y. ,, = y. + h(T f. + Y^f . , + . . . +Y anf. ) 7 i + l 7i 0 1 1 l - l n i - l 
from equation (42) f 
^ = ( - 1 ' k . f . i (^ d s 
Carrying out the integration (44), it is seen that 
Y = 1 1 o 
















5 ^ + ^ + l A f i - i ' + i l A V a ^ 3 W (46) 
or 
y i + 1 = Y i + h[f. • i ( f . - f ^ ) • i | ( f 1 - 2 f 1 . l - « 1 . 2 ) + 
+ | (f. - W l t J + 3f . . 2 - f ._ 3 ) ] (47) 
18 
which reduces to 
Yi+l S h + 25 ( 5 5 f i - 5 9 f i - l + 37fi-2 * 9 W { 4 8> 
Use of this technique is demonstrated in Example II. 
Example II 
In a similar view to that explored in Example I, the transient 
flow in a single pipe may be investigated by use of numerical tech-
niques (15). As before momentum balance yields 
L dV . fAL + (fB - fA)x y2 
g dt 2gD 
= AH (49) 
and 
- f V dt . 
t 
(50) 
For this problem^ consider a pipe of the following dimensions: 
L = 13.985 ft. 
D = 0.134 ft. 
fA = 0.03 
fD = 0.015 
AH = 13.66 ft. 
Such model is solved using the Adams-Bashforth technique. Results are 
shown for velocity and acceleration in Figure 4 and 5. 
As with the other methods, this method is only approximate( and 
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Figure 5. Variation in Velocity^ Example II 
91 
the error inherent in the interpolating polynomial from the divided-
difference interpolating polynomial error term. If P~(x) is a third-
degree polynomial 
(x-X )(x-X ,)(x-X J(X-X ) i s 
R(x) = 1 1 - 4 M 1"2 ^ f(lv)(nf<p(r,)) . (51) 
The step-by-step error thus becomes 
x. i 
= f * R(x)dx = h$ f ("4
S)f(4)(n,q>(T,)) ds (52) 
Xi 
or, 
c 251 , 5r(iv)/ \ ft-^s 
720 W* ' ^ ' 
Even though such methods as the Adams-Bashforth routine outlined 
here entail relatively less computational effort than the Runge-Kutta 
procedures, they still represent a compromise of sorts. This is because 
they are not self-starting, i.e., they need 4 previously-computed points 
from which to begin the solution. These are usually determined by use 
of a Runge-Kutta routine. In addition, such multistep methods require 
that a constant step size be used for the solution. This requirement is 
not necessary for the Runge-Kutta procedures. 
The extension of either case discussed above to systems of such 
equations is obvious. In each instance, all pertinent information is 
known at the i previous points, and solution is desired for the (i+l) 
point. With this in mind it is seen that each of the equations of a 
linear system may be solved as though it were by itself. Reference to 
Example I provides an illustration of the technique. 
Similarly^ an extension to higher-order equations may be accom-
plished through a substitution for lower-order derivatives. Such result 
is a linear system of first-order equations, which solution has been dis-
cussed. 
Theoretically the error in such step-by-step integration of a dif-
ferential equation may be viewed as a contribution both from the roundoff 
error and truncation error. From a computational point of view, analysis 
of such error is perhaps difficulty if conducted on other than an order-
of-magnitude basis. This difficulty is encountered in both types of 
error; in the case of roundoff error, a statistical approximation to error 
bounds is difficult to use, and analysis of truncation error results at 
times in poorly specified quantities. Thus, commonly, only an order-of-
magnitude error analysis is employed. 
As is noted from equation (15), the methods discussed thus far 
are applicable (with one exception) only to initial (or final) value 
st 
problems. For a 1 -order equation, this represents virtually the only 
possibility. For higher-order equations it does not. Rather, such higher-
order equations are often boundary-value problems, and as such are diffi-
cult, if not impossible to solve with the previously mentioned methods. 
Classically, such problems are approached by means of a finite-
difference scheme. To see how such a scheme might work, consider the 
problem 
,2 
- ̂ + r(x)y(x) = f(x) (54) 
dx^ 
23 
y(a) = a 
y(b) = p 
for the interval [atb]. The interval [a,b] is divided into N subinter-
vals of length h. Approximation of y(x) by parabolic interpolation and 
differentiation of the resulting polynomial yields 
dx2 
Y W 2 y i + y i - l h2 ( i v ) , . 
= - j - i 2 y «> (55) 
x=x, 
Substituted into (54)t this becomes 





y0 • • 
yN+l = P 
The result is thus N equations in N unknownst as 
[A][y] = {b} + {e(y)} 
where 
h 
t-r .h -1 o . . . o 
-1 2 + r 2 h
2 -1 . . . 0 
0 -1 2 + r 3 h
2 . . . 0 
•' *» . . . 







l i J 
h 
f2 
b = S f3 ( (59) 
f + 4 n h-
The error vector 5e(y)\ is ignored, and the solution to (54) is approxi-
mated by 
[A]{y\ = {b\ . (60) 
Equation (60) may then be solved using the techniques outlined in Faddeeva 
(12). For the particular case of a tridiagonal system as (58), formu-
lae derived using Gaussian reduction (7) are recommended. 
All the methods discussed thus far are alike in that they search 
for an approximate solution to an exact functional relationship while such 
approach is valid in itself. It is, however, not the only way. An alter-
native approach is to recognize that any mathematical solution is at best 
approximate, and rather than approximate a solution, the function itself 
is approximated. Such method is the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure. 
For illustrative purposes the solution to equation (54)t 
-y" + r(x)y(x) = f(x) 
y(a) = a 
y(b) = p 
9s) 
is formulated in this manner. For simplicity's sake, consider the 
interval [a^b] subdivided into N subintervals of equal length h. This 
done, it can be shown that equivalent to a solution of (54) is some func-
tion u(x) which makes 
l = \ b { \ (^)2 + | r(x)u2(x) -u(x)f(x)}dx (61) 
a 
a minimum. For a physical interpretation, equation (61) may be regarded 
as a representation of the energy of a physical system. The principle 
of minimum energy would require that I be minimum, if u(x) were indeed 
characteristic to that system. 
The form of the approximate function is now selected; its only 
constraint is that it must be piecewise continuous. For simplicity, a 
linear form 
u. ., -u. 
u(x) = u. + -*& *• (x-x.), (x.<x<x.+1) (62) 
is chosen. Note also that 
u.,.. -u. 
,.if^ _ i+l i E* L f (x. < x < x . + 1 ) . (63) 
Equation (61) thus becomes 
N 
r-, n, I "HI . U.j. "U. O 1 U'4-1 " U.« 
x. 
1=0 1 
u. ,. - u. 
1+1 1 
- [ui + h (x-x.)]f(x)} dx . (64) 
Equation (64) is then minimized with respect to u.. 
u. - u. 
dt=! ih ( " S r ~ ) + r W u W I T ^ - V i ) - ^ x - x . ] f ( x ) } d x + (65) 
1 Vi 
Vl u. , , - u. x - x. + I i - h ( _ i ± h — L ) + H x ) u ( x ) [ i - - T i ] - f ( x ) 
X - X , 
+ — j ~ * f ( x ) ^ d x = 0 
or 
u j - u i - i u i - u i + i » * i + 1 - * i + 1 
h — + — h — + 
x. . " x, 
l - l l - l 
J r ( x ) u ( x ) T i ( x ) d x - J f (x )T i (x )dx = 0 
V 
(66) 
where T.(x) is shown graphically below. 
Figure 6. Graphical Representation of T.(x). 
More simply, 
-u. ,, + 2u. - u. 
l+l l l-l V i V i 
- + J r(x)u(x)Ti(x)dx = J f(x)T.(x)dx (67) 
1-1 Xi-1 
i 
With f(x) and r(x) specifiedf equation (67) is integrated over the inter-
val [a,b] to yield an N x N system of the form 
(68) [A] H - (b\ 
by means of which values of u. are obtained. Such methods also serve 
for solution of partial differential equations of certain types, as will 
be discussed in due course. 
' 
CHAPTER III 
DIFFERENCE SCHEMES IN PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
The advent of high-speed digital computing machinery has vastly 
increased the use of approximate numerical methods in the solution of 
partial differential equations for the evaluation of associated mathe-
matical models. Problems involving such solutions, as well as methods 
of solution,are virtually boundless, thus rendering a completely general 
discussion difficult. Looking towards applicability to the mechanics of 
fluids, it is possible to limit the discussion. This does, however, not 
limit the generality of methods discussed. 
Spurred by the lack of a complete theoretical understanding of 
the solution to partial differential equations, it is common practice to 
attempt to reduce the partial differential equation to equivalent ordinary 
differential equations (ll). Such methods are of particular applicability 
when the problem is concerned with an easily-defined field. In many 
cases, numerous transformations are required to reduce the problem to an 
amenable form. The resulting ordinary differential equations are then 
solved either numerically or analytically. 
Requisite of such techniques is that they be applied to easily-
defined fields, and that associated boundary conditions also be easily 
defined. In many problems this condition is not satisfied, and recourse 
must be made to other methods, often involving considerably more concep-
tual complexity. In addition, some equations are not amenable to reduc-
tion to ordinary differential equations. Such cases require obviously 
more ingenious approaches to their solution. 
Such methods are by no means new (3). Bernoulli1 Eulert and 
others made extensive use of difference equations in early investiga-
tions of physical phenomena. It was, however, well into the current 
century before numerical techniques found wide acceptance by the engi-
neering profession (19). 
The basis of difference formulations lies in an assumed func-
tional relationship over all or over a portion of the field under con-
sideration. Generally, the relationship is an interpolating polynomial 
of some sort, the parabola being common for most second-order applica-
tions. Differentiation of such forms at known points yields simple dif-
ference approximations to the derivative; combinations of such forms may 
be used to approximate the differential equation at a point. Lines along 
which the interpolating polynomial is formed are defined by superposing 
a grid of sufficient fineness upon the region under consideration. The 
solution to the boundary value problem is approximated by the computed 
functional values at the intersections of the grid lines. 
To amplify upon such approximation, consider the portion of the 
o 2... o 2.^. 
grid shown by Figure 7, and the equation — -z + — r = 0. 
d* ay 
From the d i f fe ren t ia t ion of a parabolic interpolat ing polynomial, 
i t i s seen that 
a 2 u. . . . - 2u. . + u. . . , 2 /. v 
3_y-| *_LJ+1 L J L J L = i . h - u d v ) ( x ( 9 ) 
2 . 2 12
 U V V KW) 
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Figure 7. Section of Grid. 
u. ,, . - 2u. . +u. , . ,2 /. \ 
= i+l-.1 i-J i-l ..1 _ L_ ..(iv) 





Combining equations (65) and (70) and neglecting the error terms, Laplace's 
equation is approximated at point x.,y. by 
u i . j + i - 2 u i . j + ui.j-i V i j - 2 u i j + V u = 
h2 k2 
0 (71) 
As the indices i and j change over the region, an equation of the form 
of (71) is set up for each point x.,y., and a set of homogeneous simul-
taneous equations results that approximates the portion of the field 
under consideration. 
Just as with the partial differential equation, a unique solution 
here depends upon the boundary conditions imposed upon the field. Bound-
ary conditions, as used with the difference equation (7l), are subtracted 
from both sides of the resulting homogeneous system, rendering the system 
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amenable to a unique solution. 
To illustrate how such a boundary value problem might be set up 
for solution, consider Example III. 
Example III 
(72) 
M + tii. 0 0 < x,y< 1 
ax ay 
u(0,y) = u(l,y) = 9y2 
y(x,0) = 0 
utx 1) = 9 
The field under consideration here is the unit square5 and for the pur-
poses of this illustration may be considered to be represented by the 
mesh shown in Figure 8. 














/^-u(i,y) • V 
3,4 
14,1 I 4,2 4,3 4,4 x 
Vu(x,0) = 0 
Figure 8. Field for Example III. 
In this illustration boundary points are known; a solution is 
needed only for interior points. Using a twice-differentiated interpola-
ting polynomial, with grid spacing equal in each direction, the difference 
approximation to (72) becomes 
utJL. . - 2u. . + u. . u. ... - 2u. . + u. . . 
_i+Lj ^ j i ^ + J^J+1 ^j LOi = 0 (73) 
h h 
or 
-u... . - u. . . -u. ... - u. . , + 4u. . = 0 
l+l,J l-l,j i,j+l i,j-l i,j 
(74) 
Using equation (74)t the system describing u(x,y) at the interior nodes 
becomes 
"+4 -1 -1 o" 
-1 4 0 - 1 
-1 0 4 - 1 




J Vu3 3 
(75) 
The system (75) is then solved using pertinent methods of computational 
linear algebra. 
Most commonly used of such techniques are the iterative solutions: 
Point-Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel or successive over-relaxation. Written in 
the form for solution by for instance the Point-Jacobi Iteration, the 
interior points are determined by 
ufktij-- J[u{tJ .+uf k] .+u(k?+1 +uf
k). .] (76) 
l,j 4 i+l,j i-l,j i,j+l i,J"lJ 
it has been shown (23) that such a formulation as (76) will indeed con-
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verge to the solution of Laplace's equation. 
Difference approximations to the solutions of partial differen-
tial equations, such as the approximation outlined in Example III for 
Laplace's equation are by nature best suited to rectangular fields. In 
many engineering applications, however, it is difficult if not impos-
sible to reduce the problem to such form. Consequently, various methods 
(16) are suggested for the modification of the difference approximation 
in order that the shape and geometrical properties of the problem might 
be adequately represented. If used with hand computation methods, such 
as a desk calculator such formulations along a boundary may be used with 
little additional effort. Digital computer application of difference 
schemes virtually precludes the use of such boundary point formulae, due 
to programming difficulties. For such application, it is usually suf-
ficient to assume an approximate boundary form, which is composed of 
nodes still located at the normal grid interval, as shown in Figure 9. 
Boundary Approximation 
Actual Boundary 
Figure 9. Boundary Approximation. 
In addition to specified boundary values, the solution to many problems 
'XA 
hinges upon the values of normal derivatives along portions of the bound-
ary, In such cases, these boundary conditions are also written in dif-
ference form making use of either "image points" outside the boundary, 
or non-symmetric differences within the boundary. The above methods are 
treated in great depth by Southwell and Allen (l),(23)f(24). 
Unspecified boundary geometry associated with fields encountered 
in many hydraulic engineering applications has led to various transforma-
tions to reduce the problem at hand to a geometry more amenable to solu-
tion (6),(l7). This newly-defined region is then solved using difference 
techniques and transformed back to the original plane. Such methods have 
been applied effectively to free-streamline application in inviscid or 
potential flow problems. Numerical examples are given in (6) and (17). 
Equations of the elliptic type, as discussed above do not repre-
sent the only application of difference approximations in the solution 
of partial differential equations. As another instance, parabolic equa-
tions of the form 
2 
& - c2 Q (77) 
at * 2 Kll} 
ax 
are also approximated by the solution of an associated difference equa-
tion. In such application, however, the solution is a step-by-step solu-
tion in t, and care must be taken as to the difference approximation used 
and the grid spacing. If such is not done, the equation will be unstable, 
and results in a rapid growth of error (26). 
Computational schemes which work quite well make use of difference 
approximations involving different orders of error for a solution in x 
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and t. This necessitates different step size in either direction. To 
elucidate^ consider the problem below; 
3u _ ̂ 2 afu (7R) 
( 8 ) 
u(a) = a, u(b) = p 
u(Qfx) = uQ 
The second-derivative term is approximated as in the previous elliptic 
examples. For the derivative in t^ however, a central-difference scheme 
is unstable; forward or backward differences must be used. For the pur-
poses of illustration, forward differences are employed. 
In approximating such a solution, the difference equations may 
be considered to be solved along a grid system in the x-t plane. This 
grid is of spacing h in the x-direction and spacing k in the t-direc-
tion. Here h and k need not be equal. 
Using such a difference scheme, equation (78) becomes 
u. . , , - u. . - u. , . . - 2u. . +u . , . 
^J* 1 LJ = r2 1+1,J LJ L j j j ( 7 9 ) 
or 
2 2 2 
r k , / . 2 r k x , r k / o n \ 
\m"f\*iti^-^\i*^h.iti
 (80) 
A relationship between h and k are best established by an examin-
ation of the growth a small error of size e as a solution involving 
equation (80) proceeds. Such solution is shown in Figure 10. Instability 
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Figure 10. Error Growth. 
in such a solution depends solely upon the size of the parameter r k/h . 
r̂ k 
From Figure 10 it is seen that for 2 — x < 1, the error e is damped out 
h 
as the solution proceeds. Thus for good solution using the scheme outlined 
h2 2 
by equation (85) h and k must be determined so that -r- < 2r . 
K 
Boundary conditions for these difference relations are inserted 
as the (ill) term in the difference relation, as such terms are encoun-
tered. If^ for an alternative case, normal derivative boundary conditions 
are given^ an additional equation and possibly image points would be used, 
as in the previous discussion of boundary conditions. Southwell (23), 
(24) illustrates such methods. 
The treatment of hyperbolic equations by difference techniques is 
also possible though still subject to constraints. Equations of this sort 
are represented by a form 
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2 2 
O - 2 O 
"* ax2 
(81) 
u(x,0) = g(x) 
f*(x.O) - f(x) 
-oo < x <°° 
Such an equation has a mathematically concise form for its solution. As 
may be verified by substitutiont the solution is 
u(x,t) = P(x+yt) + Q(x -yt) (82) 
where P and Q must be twice-differentiable functions. Though mathe-
matically correct, such form is not sufficiently precise for computa-
tional utility. To see what form the solution takes on, an investiga-
tion of P and Q is advisable. 
It is known that P and Q must satisfy 
u(x,t) = P(x + yt) + Q(x - yt) 
u(x,0) = P(x) + Q(x) = q(x) 
5r(x,0) = yP'(x) -YQ'(x) = f(x) 
(83) 
From equations (83) 
P'(x) - Q'(x) * J f(x) (84) 
Integrating from 0 to x + yt 






P(x) - Q(x) ml F >ti)dt + P(0) -Q(0) (86) 
T <J 
P(x) + Q(x) = q(x) 
Thus 
P(x) = § g(x) 4 -± J %(OdC + | P(0) - Q(0) (87) 
2f o 
and 
Q(x) = | g(x) - § f Xf(OdC - | P(0) - Q(0) (88) 
or, by analogy 
x-iyt 
u(x,t) = ̂ g(x+Yt) +g(x-Yt) + £ f f(tj* . (89) 
^ x-yt 
Insofar as computational utility is concerned equation (89) represents 
no distinct advantagef but it does yield information as to the domain 
that such solution for u(x,t) must encompass. That is, u(x,t) depends 
only upon values of x lying in the interval [x -Yt, x +Yt]. If, for 
example, P(x+Yt) and Q(x - yt) were linear, the domain of dependence for 
u(x^t) would be the shaded area shown in Figure 11. 
In order that a numerical model approximating equation (81) be 
appropriate, the model must also encompass this domain of dependence. 
The lack of such condition is indicated by instability in similar fashion 




Figure 11. Domain of Dependence^ Linear P and Q. 
A numerical model for such a problem is set up on a grid system 
in an x-t plane, with a grid spacing of k along the t-direction and 
spacing h along the x-axis. k and h need not be equal, and in order to 
satisfy the condition that such a numerical model encompass the domain 
of dependence of the differential equation, the spacing must obey the relâ  
tion 
h - Y 
(90) 
With t h i s in mind, equat ions (81) may be approximated by 
u. . , . - 2u. . + u . . , 0 u . , , . - 2 u . . +u . . . 
id+± i . J i - J - 1 2 i + l . J I . J l - l . j 
i 2 K 2 
k h 
= 0 (91) 
or 
• 
Y V r u - .'ii s 1~mm7r L u . . . . - 2 u . . +u . , .] +2u. . - u . . . 
I , J + I h
2 i + i , J I , J i - i , r i , 3 I , J - -
(92) 
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and the derivative boundary conditions are specified either by Taylor 
series or by unsymmetrical differences. 
A more common solution method reduces equation (81) to the equiva-
lent problem 
(93) au _ Y av 
at " r i ax 
2 x - Y au 
at T2 ax 
u (x ,0 ) = g (x ) 
v ( x 0) = G(x) 
The grid spacing for these equations is subject to the same criterion 
as for equation (81). Subsequently, a linear combination of the system 
(93) is solved for uf v xf and t. 
In the instance abovef using Lagrange multipliers, 
fe--*i&'+x£:xr28-° w at 
or 
at J2X ax + ^ at \ ax u • (95) 








dt = ^ 1 ^ 2 
(98) 
The system to be solved then becomes 
du i dv au / av 
dt VY!Y 2 5t
 = 
= 0 (99) 
dx ax / 
dt = V^Y* 
Applying backward or forward differences as applicable to equations (99). 
Four simultaneous algebraic equations in ut v} x and t result. Such 
solution is demonstrated in Examples IV and V. 
Example IV 
The conception of large hydroelectric facilities often involves 
the design of long penstocks between the reservoir and the turbine facil-
ity. For such long conduits^ it becomes critical that transient effects 
associated with the operation of values be investigated. 
The formulation of an analytic technique begins with balance equa-
tions for mass and momentum. These equations are then reduced to the 
wave equation 
2 2 
O L . 2 afH 
at ax 
or the two associated linear differential equations: 
(100) 
9X + _£L IM = 






9 ^ + ̂ +^V|V| = 0 . (102) 
Here f is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor. 
These equations may be combined by the use of a Lagrangian mul-
tiplier as 








This results in four ordinary differential equations 
JSf 'S* 1 * 1 - ' (106) 
jf? - + a (107) 
dt 
- J M * * - 0 - ^ 
dx 
dt = ~a 
(109) 
Backwards and forward differences are applied to these equations ̂  
yielding 
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( H i " H i - i> + ( v i - v i - i > + 
fV|V 
2D At=o ( n o ) 
i-1 
x. - x. . = aAt 
1 l - l (111) 
^ H r H i + | ) H V r V i + 1 ) + f i | ,t«0 (112) 
l+l 
x. - x. ,. = aAt 
l l+l 
(113) 
This technique was programmed for the Burroughs B-5500 computer system 
and used to solve the system shown in Figure 12. 
I 
L = 4253.5 ft. 
a = 3963 ft/sec. 
f = 0.019 
V = 3.5 ft/sec. 
o * 
D = 3 ft. 
T = (1 - t/tc) 
t = 5.9 sees. 
Figure 12. Pipe-Reservoir System. 
Initially^ the head at the valve is specified as 300 ft. of water. 
Figure 13 illustrates the variation of this head with time. As illustrated 
this variation is rather severe with a difference of almost 200 ft. 
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between maximum and minimum heads. 
Example V 
The design of a pumped-storage facility, wherein power is gener-
ated during peak demand periods, and the reservoir is refilled during 
off-peak periods, requires an investigation of surges in the tailrace, 
both for discharge and pump cycles. 
To this end mass and momentum balance equations yield, in a simi-
lar manner to Example IV, 
JL+Jf %*^&* + %$-*6- c di4) 
I .«Vff ^ 
dV /gAl dy _£L fiA &z f lo g S = 0 (116) 
dt V A dt AA' 6z ax pR y o ' 
5i2£ . u . M (117) 
dt U VA' vx w 
Employing backward and forward differences on the above, 
, 1/2 
xi - x i - i - t V r * 1 " ^ ! . ! ^ * * " * ! - ! 5 (118) 
v i ' v i - i + T'i.i (Yi " W + L V i ^ i . i a l S FR- g S o ] i - i -
( t , - t , , ) = 0 (119) 
1 1 " J-
«t - vi-
[Vi -if fC'3 ( ti"W (120) 
v* - Vi - ̂  (v, - W + tVl(j|r)^ K»*i^ 1 + , * 
( t . - t . + 1 ) = 0 . (121) 
4 6 
Time, seconds 




Similarly to Example IV̂  these equations may be solved by the 
assumption of a time step. As an alternative methodf it is possible to 
achieve a simultaneous solution. Such method was programmed for the 
Univac 1108 computer system. Results follow in Figure 14f illustrating 
the water depth variation over the pump intakef for times during the start-
ing of the pumps (first 600 seconds) and immediately thereafter. 
The examples and equations treated in this section by no means rep-
resent the only cases in which difference methods may be used to approxi-
mate the solution of a partial differential equation. Sundry variations 
on the difference techniques also exist, though few of these serve to 
alleviate the difficulties associated with odd-shaped solution fields, 
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Figure 14. Water Depth over Pump Intake, Using Numerical 
Model of Example V. 
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CHAPTER IV 
"FINITE ELEMENT" SCHEMES IN PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In numerous applications, particularly those involving equations 
of the elliptic type, difference solutions become discouragingly if not 
impossibly cumbersome. Cognizant of such difficulties with both analytic 
and difference solutions, Lord Rayleigh suggested in 1870 an alternative 
method of solution, which involved a variational problem in which the 
solution function is approximated by a piecewise linear approximation, 
essentially in the fashion of the final method mentioned in Chapter II. 
Early in the current century, Walter Ritz generalized upon the method. 
Today, the Rayleigh-Ritz method has found wide acceptance. 
In 1948, Argyris offered an extension to two dimensions, but his 
formulation was of such complexity that it remained for Clough (8) to 
popularize the method under the name of the"finite element method." 
Originally applied to structural analysis, the finite element method 
found application in various other fields with the formulation (29),(3l) 
of an extension by which field problems might be solved. Such method 
has been used to date for the solution of problems relating to stress 
analysis (31) soil and rock mechanics, and of most application here, to 
seepage problems (30). 
Such solution method for field problems requires a different formu-
lation for each type of problem modeled by such scheme. However, once 
formulated, the model is completely general insofar as boundary conditions, 
geometrical and physical properties of the field are concerned. The 
restriction as to type of problem is of no great concern, as many dif-
ferent phenomena as well as various applications have a common form 
insofar as a differential equation model is concerned. 
To illustrate how such formulation is developed, an equation of 
the quasi-harmonic type is considered below. 
^ k x ^
+ a 7 ( k y * ) = f ^ Cl22) 
This equation is widely used to model such phenomena as the ideal flow 
of fluids, heat conduction or seepage flows. 
Through application of the Euler conditions of the calculus of 
variations (4)f (16) it is shown that a solution of equation (122) also 
makes the following integral stationary: 
^I^K^^V^V-JJ/^ (123) 
where A is the area of a discretized portion of the field. In becoming 
stationary I takes on a minimum. In a physical sense, the principle of 
minimum energy is satisfied. 
At this juncture, it becomes necessary to specify a shape for the 
discrete elements of the field, and to assume some functional relation-
ship which will adequately describe the solution function within the 
elements. The basic shape for the discretized subfield is taken to be 
triangular, as an assembly of such shapes may be most easily used to 
approximate the geometrical shape of the entire field (Figure 15). Over 
each subfield. any piecewise differentiable function may be used; though 
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Figure 15. Typical Element. 
not requisite for solution here, a linear relation is assumed to hold 
over each subfield. That is, over each element ijk, it is assumed that 
<p = a + bx + cy (124) 
or equivalently, 
* = oK £(a^ +b4x+c.y)<p, + (a. + b.x + c.y)cp. + (125) 
+ (ak + bkx + c k y ) ^ 
where 
a. = y. x. - y .x, 
l yk j yj k 
bi = yk " yj • 
c. = x. - x, 
i J k 
(126) 
i.j.k = 1,2,3. in even permutation 






= gj (a. + b.x + c.y), N. etc. 
Now that an expression for the solution form has been determined^ it 
must be subjected to the condition (123)^ that 
ai 
8q>. 
( a i l = J di 
ai 






rr (k Bt J L flat + kv at J L & ) d a . r-r f JBL 4, 
JJA
 u x ax aq>. ax ky ay a?. a y
; a a J J / a*. a 
. rr (k aa. J L & + k at. J L ot)da . rr f &- da (129) 
. JJA
 u x ax acp. ax + ky ay 69, ay
j JJ /aqK U^VJ 
ai_ = rr (. a& _o_ §& + kv as. _a_ 2y_)da rr f jfe da aq,k JJ A
u x ax a<pk ax




Substituting from equation (127) and using matrix notation to simplify 
the expression 
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ax " 2A » ax 
b . 3N, bk -1 . - J i 
2A ' 6x 2A 
(131) 
and 
3N. c. 3N^ c^ 3Nk 
"3y" 2A ; 3y * 2A '' "ay" 




ai_ B _i_ 
a<p, 4A' 
k b.b. + k c.c. k b.b. + k c.c. k b.b. + k c.c, 
x i i y i i x i j x i j x i k y i k 
symmetric 
k b . b . + k c .c . k b .b . + k c .c . 
x j j y j j x j k y j k 
k b .b . + k c, c, 
x i k y k k 




frj= 4' 4A 
k b.b. + k c.c. k b.b. + k c.c. k b.b, + k c. c, 
x i i y i i x i J y 1 ^ x i k y i k 
symmetric 
k' b . b . + k c . c . k b .b , + k c.c. 
X J J y j J x j k y j k 
Wk + kyCkCk 
= 0 . (134) 
When each triangular element is treated according to equation (134) 
element may be combined linearly to form a system 
[3]ff| ={F} . (135) 
Upon application of appropriate boundary conditions, the system described 
by equation (3.35) may be solved using any of several methods of computa-
tional linear algebra. 
Boundary conditions are specified in either of two ways: as given 
values of cp along a boundary or as a normal gradient. Of theset the former 
is the easier to treat - the known values of cp are merely inserted in all 
pertinent equations. In many applications "mixed" boundary conditions, 
i.e.. boundary values and normal gradients are specified to determine the 
problem. The normal derivative^ as illustrated in Figure 16 is in actual-
ity treated similarly to the term f in equation (121). With reference 
to Figure 16, specified normal derivatives, usually on a per-unit-length 
basis after being multiplied by half the length of the side over which 
they are effective^ are added to the term of the vector F (equation 
k 22" 
K3 an 








Figure 16. Normal Derivative. 
(135)) which describes "loads" on a node. For examplei for node m in 
Fiqure ]6 the term F becomes 
3 « m 
F i n •F->:*9'Sf t-^'+kaSJ^-f
1' 
m m 2 gn 2 3 an 2 
(136) 
It is boundary conditions such as those for cp and its gradients 
that render equation (135) applicable to particular problems. For this 
reason care in their formulation and application is essential. 
Demonstrative applications of such two-dimensional methods are 
given in Zienkiewicz, Mayer and Cheung (30). 
Application of such method to free-surface seepage flows also led 
to useful results (13)t(21)t(25). The equation governing such flow is 
identical to that for enclosed flow through porous media. Only the 
boundary conditions for the free surface are different. These conditions 
are (25); 
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1. Velocity normal to free surface is zero, and 
2. Pressure is zero (atmospheric) at the free surface. 
Us.ing the finite element approach^ the first of these equations is easily 
satisfied; it is the natural boundary condition for the Rayleigh-Ritz 
formulation. The second is not as easily applied as an iterative tech-
nique is required for solution. 
To perform such iteration, an initial free surface is assumed^ and 
pressures are computed throughout the field. The surface is then adjusted 
so that the second condition is satisfied, and pressures are again com-
puted throughout the field. Such procedure is repeated until pressures 
are computed to be zero along the free surface. Example VI illustrates 
this technique. 
Example VI 
Analysis of the flow of water through porous media may be dependent 
upon the position of the phreatic surface. The location of this free 
surface is particularly critical in the design of earth dams and in the 
planning of construction projects where the water table is quite near the 
surface. 
It is shown variously by the use of the continuity equation and 
Darcy's law that the heads associated with a flow field through porous 
media must satisfy 
a f̂ + M f - o (137) 
3x 3y 
In addition, the pressures within the flow field must be such that they 
are atmospheric along the phreatic surface. 
The problem shown in Figure 17 was selected as an example; that 
of flow between an infinite reservoir and a deep ditch with a flow rate 
per unit length 0.01 cfs. An analytic solution is known for this problem. 
and provides a check for the quality of the finite element solution. 
To achieve a solution for the location of the free surface, it is 
necessary to specify an initial solution field such field being shown 
partially discretized in Figure 17. A two-dimensional finite element 
solution is then calculated for this fieldf and the field is adjusted so 
that atmospheric pressures indicated by the numerical solution lie along 
the free surface. The numerical (finite element) solution is then per-
formed for the adjusted field and the procedure repeated if necessary 
until atmospheric pressures along the free surface are obtained by the 
finite element solution. Such convergence is rapid; this example solu-
tion required only one adjustment. The finaJ numerical solution^ which 
is accurate to within 0.5 ft is compared with the exact solution in Figure 
18. 
Related classical.! y as well as physically to the quasi-harmonic 
equation (122) in Cartesian coordinates is a formulation exhibiting sym-
metry about an axis. In cylindrical coordinates^ equation (122) thus 
becomes 
£ K ^ ) + T ^ 7 + K SI- F<r-2> <138> 
or r or r or z 9z * 
Again solution may be accomplished by subdivision of the field into finite 
elements although rather than area elements these are elemental volumes. 
as shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. Axisymmetric Volume Element. 
Under the assumption that for such an element, cp must be linear, the 
stationary point of the associated functional 
II. - 2K I fcodrdz 
A 
(139) 
is found. Here r, the radial distance to the centroid of the area is used 
as an approximation to a variable r in the integral. 
In a manner similar to that of the two-dimensional finite element 
formulation, the stationary point 
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i s de termined. Thus 
91 
iii = 2 l I r f u r a£._a_S£ + k J L (c to). k r as. J L & I drdz + 
69. J J A I r r k a r 39. 3r r 3cp. K° 3 r ' z k 3z 39. 3 z l r Z 
+ 2* ff f JB- drdz = 0 (141) 
J J A a<p. 
81 
99 
£* = 2K ff f-k r 2 2 . - ^ - ^ + k -&- (<p & ) - k r * - ^ ^ 1 drdz + 271 J J A l r
r k 3r 3CP, 3r k r 39, 9r ; z k 3z dv . 3 z } a r a z 
(142) V 2* JT f 3̂ 7 drdz = ° 
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39 
* * « - f t r ITj r -k r ^ J - * + k -A- (cp & ) - k r & - 2 - & ) d r d z + 211 J J A 1
 k r r k 3r 39u 3r
 + k r 39,, ^ 9 r ' V k 3z 39k 3 z J
d r C , Z + 
(143) + ff f A drdz = 0 
J JA 9cpk 
S t i p u l a t i o n of a l i n e a r function 9 demands 
9 = N.CD. + N .9 . + N.9, 




N. = ^r La. + b.r + c.z] 1 2A i I I 
N. = KT [a. + b.r + c.z] J 2A L j j j 
Nk = 2k [ak + V + ck z ] 
(145) 
Here 
a. = r, z. - r .z 
i k j j 
b. = z, - z. 
i k j 
i.j.k = 1.2.3 in even permutation. 
c. = r. - r. 
i J k 
Thus^ substituting into equations (141), (142) and (143) and employing 









r . ( b . b . + c . c . ) - ( a . b . + a . b . ) r, (b .b . + c. c .) - ( a . b . +a .b. ) 
k i i l i l i l i k • i j I J I j j i 
r , ( b . b . + c . c . ) - ( a . b . + a . b . ) r. (b .b . + c .c .) - ( a . b . + a . b . ) 
k J i j i ' J i i 3 kv j J j j ' 3 3 3 3 
r. (bob. + cpc. ) - (apb. + a . b p ) r, ( b . b p + c . c . ) - ( a , b . + a . b , ) 
k <• i "• i * " i I I k 3 I J K kj j k 
r k ( b i b k + c i c k } - ( a i b k + akb0 
r k ( b j b k + c j c k } - ( a j b k + a A } 
r k ( b k b k + c k c k } - ( a k b k + a k b k } 
pn 
27tA 
\ = 0 
U 
(146) 
Equation (146) serves to formulate an expression by which cp may 
be uniquely determined for each elemental volume. Linear combination of 
such elemental matrices and the introduction of boundary conditions in 
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similar manner to the two-dimensional case yields a unique solution for 
the field. Example VII illustrates this application. 
Example VII 
Common to all transportable quantities^ such as mass? heat^ 
vorticity or any of a vast range of quantities is a continuity equation. 
This common ground gives rise to common solution techniques for flows of 
heat, mass and similarly transportable quantities. 
This example for axisymmetric heat flow is representative of the 
increasing importance of transport phenomena which play an important role 
in the design and conception of nuclear facilities, and in efforts related 
to the exploration of space. A temperature flow fieJd rather than a mass 
or momentum flow field is the transport phenomenon. 
In this example^ the temperature distribution in a thick-walled 
cylinder is sought (Figure 20). Again^ an exact solution is known and 
provides a check on the quality of the finite element solution. 
Based upon the steady transport equation for heat and Fourier's 
law of heat conduction (5)^ a temperature field must obey the equation 
a ^ + ^ § + ^ 5 = 0 (147) 
3x 9y az 
In cylindrical coordinates^ this is equivalent to 
H + L ?• + Hf = ° d48) 
9r2 r 9 r 3z2 
The solution field used for the finite element need only encompass 
one-half of the cross-section of the cylinder. Symmetry about the axis 
Figure 20. Thick-Walled Cylinder Modelled 
in Example VII. 




Figure 21. Solution Field for Finite Element 
Model of Cylinder. 
CO 
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enables the solution to apply to any other cross-section. Such field is 
shown in Figure 21. The boundary conditions applied are that on the 
interior surface of the cylinderf the temperature is maintained at a 
uniform 10°F, and on the exterior surface of the cylinder, a uniform 0°F 
temperature is maintained. 
Subject to these boundary conditions, solutions are presented in 
Figure 22. 
Also related to the quasi-harmonic equation (122) in application is 
c 2£ = A. (k 9£ )+ A. (kv m.) . Q (]48) 
c at ax u x a x ; + ay UY ay ; g • u ; 
which incorporates one form of time-dependence into such problems as 
those described by the Poisson equation. For purely one-dimensional 
problems, equations of this sort have been solved through use of dif-
ferences, as treated abovet and to limited extent has been treated by 
use of the finite element method (28),(29), in two-dimensional fields. 
In the context of the finite element development, a Rayleigh-Ritz 
treatment is used to form the associated functional 
h ' UlfiM + < > V - JT̂ Q - c &}, da (M) 
Critical to this development is the assumption that for the spatial 
portion of the solution, S T is invariant. To find the solution func-
tion cp, a stationary point of the functional 1^ must be found. To this 
end, the solution field is discretized into triangular elements as 












• Numerical Solution 
Exact Solution 
10 12 14 16 
Distance from axis, inches 
Figure 22. Solution to Axisymmetric Heat 
Flow Problem (Example VII). 
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cp = N.<p4 + N.cp, + N,,<p,, (150) < . <p . . cp1 1 j j kvk 
and 
Am d®, 9 < pi ^ t 
gj = N. — i + N . rr1 + Nu r— (151) 
at i at j at k at 
is assumed to hold over each element. Here, N. , N. and N, are the same 
1 J K 
as in equations (127). A similar procedure to that for the 2-dimensional 
case is employed to determine a stationary point for the functional I_. 
Indeed, only the term 
IT * jftda (152) 
J J A at 
i s t reated d i f ferent ly from the two-dimensional s teady-state case. 
Treating th i s term separately, 
8Ij 
ILfrS** <«> 
rf *»&*:&'• (154) ""j - A - j 
3IT 
a<Pk ^ A ^ k ^ 
These equations may be alternatively expressed as 
at 
' • • IT. 8:85* i») 
J U rpi'laat-1 = [P] *Sf-V 0.56) 
a<P I \ [at ) 
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where 
p . . = c (T N.N. da (157) 
or 
p . . = 4 - (a. a . ) + T § 7 i b . b . } x 2 + (b . c . + c .b .) ) x y + 
p i j 4A M j 48A i i 3 ' L m i j I J ' Z L I m'm 
m=l m=l 
3 
+ c . c . Y y2} (158) 
i n u 7m J 
 .  . 
J 
m=l 
Such formulation results in the following system 
r a i 
ft* [S]U + [P]iJ - H • 0 (159) 
or 
- [P] { $ - LS] W - {F} (160) 
A step-by-step solution to this system of simultaneous differen-




ift'J-:K U+^ (KH*}W <»» 
Premultiplying by - [ P ] , 
-wft}rt - Lp]|̂ }it.At - i t«{*}i t -HU) • ^ 
By use of equat ion 0 .60 ) , 
m * & [ P D H i; - & [P]H it.M + [p]{
9^}it.at +w . (164) 
Use of equations (160) and (164) at each time step thus permits solution 
for cp and -*• at each node. When used with boundary conditions appro-
priate to the particular solution sought, a unique solution approximating 
that to equation (148) is obtained. 
Such use is examined in Example VIII. 
Example VIII 
Transient or time-dependent aspects of transport processes are 
often intractable by analytic techniques. Nevertheless, they are of con-
siderable importance in that many such problems as encountered in reactive mix-
tures1 heating and cooling of metals, unsteady flow through porous media, 
or consolidation in soils. These phenomena are all governed by the 
unsteady transport equations. 
This example examines the unsteady heating (or cooling) in a two-
dimensional field. The example involves a plate of infinite dimension in 
the y and z direction and of finite (24") dimension along the x axis. The 
boundary conditions are initial temperature T and final temperature 
t„. Using the unsteady transport equation and Fourier's law of heat con-
duction, the temperature field through a portion of this plate is governed 
by 
2 2 
91 - k O . + u 9JL (165) 
at * 2 * 2 u ' 
ax ay 
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where k is the coefficient of heat conduction. 
If the following non-dimensional quantities are introduced: 
e = V T T. - T 
1 o 
X 





where b is the half-thickness of the plate$ equation (165) becomes 
ae e a
2e a2e 
a T " 9 n
2 ar2 
(167) 
A finite element model is then applied to the discretized field shown in 
Figure 23. As described above^ this model incorporates a difference 
scheme to achieve the time variation; it is inherent in such a scheme 
that small time steps must be used for satisfactory results. In this 
example% AT was taken to be 0.01. 
Solutions for this problem are shown as Figure 24f with a corres-
ponding exact solution superposed on the finite element numerical solu-
T =T T =T 
Figure 23. Discretized Field for Solution of Transient 
Temperatures in a Semi-Infinite Plate. 
-j o 






Numerical modelling in fluid mechanics holds a high promise to pro-
vide engineers with powerful and elegant tools by means of which hitherto 
intractable problems may find satisfactory solutions. 
In this thesis, numerical methods were adapted and in part developed 
in order to solve problems of current interest. Among these problems were 
those involving time-dependent pipe flows and open channel flows. The 
problems arose from studies of flows of dilute aqueous high polymer solu-
tions in pipes, from studies of pressure waves in pipes, and from studies 
of surging in open channels. The methods applied are generally known as 
those of Runga-Kutta, Adams-Bashforth, and characteristics. The method 
of characteristics was applied both as the "specified-time-interval" solu-
tion (pipe flow) and as the "characteristics grid" solution (open channel). 
Southwell's difference schemes were reviewed and presented as the 
fore-runner of the finite element method. The latter method provides for 
solutions of problems involving most general geometrical boundary con-
figurations and involving variability of physical properties within the 
field. Many problems in the field of transport phenomena can be treated. 
In this thesis, the method has been extended to apply to heat, mass, and 
momentum transport in the form of 
V2cp = f(x;y) 
73 
V2q> = f(r, 6) 
V © = c 
v 9 c at 
Future application of the finite element method will extend to 
problems of diffusion, convective transport and internal wave effects 
inherent in fluid flow phenomena. The basic formulation can be readily 
adapted to particular solution fields while retaining the same general 
equations. 
In summary, this thesis represents an attempt (l) to capsule numerical 
modelling as an important tool available to engineers and (2) to demonstrate 
by appropriate examples both the capabilities inherent to numerical 
methods and the variety of problems that can be treated successfully by 




A - area 
A' - 3A/3y 
A B%C ... matrices when in square brackets 
A BfC ... column vectors when in braces 
DD. Dn ... diameter 
• 1 * £ 
F(F F ... function 
•*• 
HjHlfH2,... head 
I - functional 
I - identity matrix if in square brackets 
K - variable 
Li Ll' L2'" # " l e n 9 t h 
N - variable 
N - number of grid points 
Q - discharge 
Q - constant 
R - hydraulic radius 
S - channel slope 
o 
T - function 
V - velocity 
a^a^a^... variables 
afbfcf... column vectors when in braces 
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a - acceleration 
a - celerity of sound wave 
b b,fb_ ... variables 
c 6. €- ... constants and variables 
fff. f^,••• function 
f - Darcy-Weisbach friction factor 
g - gravitational constant 
h - grid size 
i - variable 
j - variable 
k - variable 
k,jkp,... constants 
1 - variable 
m - variable 
n - normal coordinate direction 
n - variable 
r - radial coordinate direction 
r. - radial distance to element centroid k 
SfS. S_ ... coefficients 
t - variable 
t - time 
u - function 
a - variable 
P - variable 
Y - variable 
& - increment 
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e - error 
T] - variable 
f) - transformed coordinate direction 
6 - non-dimensional temperature 
8 angular coordinate direction 
T - variable 
t - transformed coordinate direction 
ii - constant, 3.1415926... 
p - mass density 
T - variable valve opening 
T - shear stress 
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